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Overbite HarperCollins UK The sequel to Meg Cabot’s bestselling paranormal romance with bite - Insatiable Overbite William Morrow Now working for the Palatine Guard--a secret demon-hunting unit of the Vatican--Meena Harper tries to win over her co-workers as well as
her new partner Alaric Wulf while investigating a young priest recently assigned to the case. Insatiable Harper Collins Sick of hearing about vampires? So is Meena Harper. Meena Harper is familiar with the supernatural. After all, she knows how you're going to die (Not
that you're going to believe her. No one ever does.) But not even Meena's precognition can prepare her for Lucien Antonescu—who she meets and then makes the mistake of falling in love with—a modern-day prince with a bit of a dark side for which an ancient society
of vampire hunters would prefer to see him dead. The problem is Lucien's already dead. Maybe that's why he's the ﬁrst guy Meena's ever met with whom she could imagine herself having a future. See, while Meena's always been able to see everyone else's destiny,
she's never been able look into her own. Lucien seems to be everything Meena has ever dreamed of in a boyfriend, though he might turn out to be more of a nightmare. So now would be a good time for Meena to start learning to predict her own future . . . if she has
one. Size 12 and Ready to Rock A Heather Wells Mystery Harper Collins After dallying with sexy vampires and ingeniously reinterpreting the Dracula legend (Insatiable, Overbite), #1 New York Times bestseller Meg Cabot is ready to rock ’n’ roll once more with Heather
Wells. The un-petite assistant New York City college dorm director and sometime sleuth is back in Size 12 and Ready to Rock—a delectable comedy mystery that proves once more that the much beloved author of The Princess Diaries rules in the realm of grown-up
women’s ﬁction as well. Heather’s got her hands full when a pop star and her reality TV camera crew invade the dorm—bringing with them a summer camp-full of adoring teen admirers—only to have an inconvenient homicide spoil the fun. There’s romance, treachery,
merry mayhem and music—just the ticket for readers who like to rock out on the hip contemporary singleton ﬁction of Sophie Kinsella, Jennifer Weiner, and Jane Green. Insatiable The Rise of a Porn Star Macmillan Dreaming of becoming a star, Simone Young's quest for
love takes her down an unexpected path from stripper to porn star as she becomes caught up in a world of sex, scandal, drugs, and fame in which everything--and everyone--is for sale. Bleeding Hearts Open Road Media The fourth book in the young adult vampire
romance series that’s “fun, funny, and a relief from Twilight wannabes” from the author of Out for Blood (Booklist). As the newly crowned vampire princess, Solange Drake has a lot to get used to—including some new fangs. Her family is also hosting the Blood Moon, a
rare gathering, in the forest near their farm, which means Solange’s best friend, the all-too-human Lucy, must keep her distance, whether she wants to or not. While the Drakes are busy with the party—and keeping a pack of feral vampires at bay—Lucy has her training
at the Helios-Ra Academy (aka Vampire–Hunter High) to keep her occupied. And there’s her cousin Christabel, who almost seems to have a personality when her head isn’t buried in a book. But when Christabel is mistaken for Lucy and kidnapped, it becomes clear that
someone—or something—wants to hit Solange where it hurts. No one messes with Connor Drake’s friends and family and gets away with it, especially since Christabel has awoken feelings in him he can’t ﬁght, including the fear that he might not be able to save her . . .
Praise for the Drake Chronicles “Vampires with bite and girls who bite back. A witty, exhilarating and fresh take on an old tale.” —Kelley Armstrong, #1 New York Times–bestselling author “An action-packed story full of intrigue, suspense, and romance with a great cast
of characters.” —School Library Journal “An all-around kick-ass good time.” —Fyreﬂy’s Book Blog Abandon Pan Macmillan Last year, Pierce died – just for a moment. And when she was in the space between life and death, she met John. Tall dark and terrifying, it's his job
to usher souls from one realm to the next. There's a ﬁerce attraction between them, which Pierce carries back into our world. But she knows that if she allows herself to fall for John she will be doomed to a life of shadows and loneliness in the Underworld. When things
get dangerous for her, her only hope is to do exactly what John says. Can she trust a guy who lives for the dead? Inspired by Greek myth, Abandon is the ﬁrst in a darkly romantic trilogy from Meg Cabot, creator of The Princess Diaries. Lady of Skye Simon and Schuster Dr.
Reilly Stanton, eighth Marquis of Stillworth, must mend his injured pride by proving himself a hero -- and not a drunken wastrel, as his former ﬁancée claimed. Against all sane advice, the Londoner takes a medical post in a tiny ﬁshing village on the remote Isle of Skye
-- and is convinced that he can cope with the primitive conditions, horrendous Highland weather, and rampant illness. But Miss Brenna Donnegal is another matter entirely.... Try as he might, Reilly cannot ignore the toweringly tall lady with ﬂaming chestnut locks and
an equally ﬁery will. She has ﬁlled her father's former role as the local physician, and is more than annoyed to ﬁnd the urbane Dr. Stanton taking over her work and her father's cottage. By fair means or foul, she will give the usurper his comeuppance. But what begins
as a sparking tug-of-war between two proud hearts soon ﬂames to a passionate ﬁre... Critically acclaimed author Patricia Cabot delivers an exquisitely warm and witty novel of love set against the dramatic backdrop of Scotland's magniﬁcent Isle of Skye. All American
Girl Pan Macmillan Sam Madison never knew life could change overnight. But that's exactly what happens when she saves the life of the President of the United States as she's bunking oﬀ art class one night. Now an instant (if highly reluctant and very unlikely) celebrity,
not to mention teen ambassador to the United Nations, Sam ﬁnds herself not only hanging out at the White House, but trying to stop herself falling for David, the President's son . . . All American Girl, by author of The Princess Diaries Meg Cabot, is followed by the
sequel Ready or Not. Awaken Pan Macmillan Death has her in his clutches. She doesn't want him to let go. Seventeen-year-old Pierce Oliviera knew by accepting the love of John Hayden, she'd be forced to live forever in the one place she's always dreaded most: the
Underworld. The sacriﬁce seemed worth it, though, because it meant she could be with the boy she loves. But now her happiness - and safety - are threatened, all because the Furies have discovered that John has broken one of their strictest rules: He revived a human
soul. If the balance between life and death isn't ﬁxed, both the Underworld and Pierce's home back on earth will be wiped away. But there's only one way to restore order. Someone has to die. Come Back to Me Simon and Schuster Originally published: London: Pan Books,
2014. Remembrance A Mediator Novel HarperCollins Fifteen years after the release of the ﬁrst Mediator novel, #1 New York Times bestselling author Meg Cabot returns with a deliciously sexy new entry to a fan-favorite series. Suze Simon—all grown up and engaged to
her once-ghostly soulmate—faces a vengeful spirit and an old enemy bent on ending Suze's wedded bliss before it begins. You can take the boy out of the darkness. But you can’t take the darkness out of the boy. All Susannah Simon wants is to make a good impression
at her ﬁrst job since graduating from college (and since becoming engaged to Dr. Jesse de Silva). But when she’s hired as a guidance counselor at her alma mater, she stumbles across a decade-old murder, and soon ancient history isn’t all that’s coming back to haunt
her. Old ghosts as well as new ones are coming out of the woodwork, some to test her, some to vex her, and it isn’t only because she’s a mediator, gifted with second sight. From a sophomore haunted by the murderous specter of a child, to ghosts of a very diﬀerent
kind—including Paul Slater, Suze’s ex, who shows up to make a bargain Suze is certain must have come from the Devil himself—Suze isn’t sure she’ll make it through the semester, let alone to her wedding night. Suze is used to striking ﬁrst and asking questions later.
But what happens when ghosts from her past—including one she found nearly impossible to resist—strike ﬁrst? What happens when old ghosts come back to haunt you? If you’re a mediator, you might have to kick a little ass. Love, Lucas Simon and Schuster A 2015
Whitney Award Nominee! A powerful story of loss, second chances, and ﬁrst love, reminiscent of Sarah Dessen and John Green. When Oakley Nelson loses her older brother, Lucas, to cancer, she thinks she’ll never recover. Between her parents’ arguing and the battle
she’s ﬁghting with depression, she feels nothing inside but a hollow emptiness. When Mom suggests they spend a few months in California with Aunt Jo, Oakley isn’t sure a change of scenery will alter anything, but she’s willing to give it a try. In California, Oakley
discovers a sort of safety and freedom in Aunt Jo’s beach house. Once they’re settled, Mom hands her a notebook full of letters addressed to her—from Lucas. As Oakley reads one each day, she realizes how much he loved her, and each letter challenges her to be
better and to continue to enjoy her life. He wants her to move on. If only it were that easy. But then a surfer named Carson comes into her life, and Oakley is blindsided. He makes her feel again. As she lets him in, she is surprised by how much she cares for him, and
that’s when things get complicated. How can she fall in love and be happy when Lucas never got the chance to do those very same things? With her brother’s dying words as guidance, Oakley knows she must learn to listen and trust again. But will she have to leave the
past behind to ﬁnd happiness in the future? Sky Pony Press, with our Good Books, Racehorse and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of books for young readers—picture books for small children, chapter books, books for middle grade readers, and
novels for young adults. Our list includes bestsellers for children who love to play Minecraft; stories told with LEGO bricks; books that teach lessons about tolerance, patience, and the environment, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York
Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise ﬁnd a home. Educating Caroline Simon and Schuster Lady Caroline Linford is horriﬁed to discover... her ﬁancé,
the Marquis of Winchilsea, in the arms of another woman. Unfortunately, Victorian society considers such masculine peccadilloes a triﬂe; canceling their imminent wedding would be unthinkable. But Caroline's wish is for the man she is to marry to desire only her...and
she seeks lessons in the art of romance from the best teacher: London's most notorious rake. Braden Granville may be a famous lover... but he has no intention of taking part in Caroline's scheme -- until he learns she has something he wants: the name of his own
unfaithful ﬁancée's lover. As their passionate tutelage begins, sparks ﬂy -- and the lines between teacher and student fall away. Now there is just one last lesson to learn: on the subject of true love, the heart chooses its own unpredictable ways. Ransom My Heart Pan
Macmillan When beautiful, spirited Finnula Crais kidnaps the dashing knight Hugh Fitzstephen, she has no idea that she's ensnared the new Earl of Stephensgate on his way home from the Crusades. Nor does she realize that Hugh is quite happy to be kidnapped by an
enchanting tomboy, and will do anything it takes to avoid being rescued. With Finnula determined to hold Hugh to ransom, and Hugh equally determined to steal Finnula's heart, it isn't long before the ﬁreworks start! And just when it looks as if there might be a happy
ending, disaster strikes. When an attempt is made on the new Earl's life, there is only one suspect – and even if he loves her dearly, Hugh can't let her get away with it . . . Ransom My Heart is a risqué historical romance written by Princess Mia Thermopolis of Genovia
(with a little help from Meg Cabot), as featured in The Princess Diaries series. The Girl Who Wrote in Silk Sourcebooks, Inc. A USA TODAY BESTSELLER! A historical novel inspired by true events, Kelli Estes's brilliant and atmospheric debut is a poignant tale of two women
determined to do the right thing and the power of our own stories. The smallest items can hold centuries of secrets... Inara Erickson is exploring her deceased aunt's island estate when she ﬁnds an elaborately stitched piece of fabric hidden in the house. As she peels
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back layer upon layer of the secrets it holds, Inara's life becomes interwoven with that of Mei Lein, a young Chinese girl mysteriously driven from her home a century before. Through the stories Mei Lein tells in silk, Inara uncovers a tragic truth that will shake her
family to its core—and force her to make an impossible choice. A touching and tender book for fans of Marie Benedict, Susanna Kearsley, and Duncan Jepson. Get Dirty HarperCollins Now streaming on Netﬂix and BBC iPlayer! The Breakfast Club meets Pretty Little Liars in
Gretchen McNeil's sharp and thrilling sequel to Get Even. Perfect for fans of E. Lockhart, Karen M. McManus, and Maureen Johnson. The members of Don't Get Mad aren't just mad anymore . . . they're afraid. And with Margot in a coma and Bree under house arrest, it's
up to Olivia and Kitty to try to catch their deadly tormentor. But just as the girls are about to go on the oﬀensive, Ed the Head reveals a shocking secret that turns all their theories upside down. The killer could be anyone, and this time he—or she—is out for more than
just revenge. The girls desperately try to discover the killer's identity as their own lives are falling apart: Donté is pulling away from Kitty and seems to be hiding a secret of his own, Bree is sequestered under the watchful eye of her mom’s bodyguard, and Olivia's
mother is on an emotional downward spiral. The killer is closing in, the threats are becoming more personal, and when the police refuse to listen, the girls have no choice but to confront their anonymous “friend” . . . or die trying. How to Be Popular Harper Collins Do you
want to be popular? Everyone wants to be popular—or at least, Stephanie Landry does. Steph's been the least popular girl in her class since a certain cherry Super Big Gulp catastrophe ﬁve years earlier. Does being popular matter? It matters very much—to Steph.
That's why this year, she has a plan to get in with the It Crowd in no time ﬂat. She's got a secret weapon: an old book called—what else?—How to Be Popular. What does it take to be popular? All Steph has to do is follow the instructions in The Book, and soon she'll be
partying with the It Crowd (including school quarterback Mark Finley) instead of sitting on The Hill Saturday nights, stargazing with her nerdy best pal Becca, and even nerdier Jason (now kind of hot, but still), whose passion for astronomy Steph once shared. Who
needs red dwarves when you're invited to the hottest parties in town? But don't forget the most important thing about popularity! It's easy to become popular. What isn't so easy? Staying that way. Teen Idol Harper Collins High school junior Jenny Greenley is so good at
keeping secrets that she's the school newspaper's anonymous advice columnist. She's so good at it that, when hotter-than-hot Hollywood star Luke Striker comes to her small town to research a role, Jenny is the one in charge of keeping his identity under wraps. But
Luke doesn't make it easy, and soon everyone -- the town, the paparazzi, and the tabloids alike -- know his secret ... and Jenny is caught right in the middle of all the chaos. The Princess Diaries Pan Macmillan 'You're not Mia Thermopolis any more, honey,' Dad said.
'You're Amelia Mignonette Grimaldi Thermopolis Renaldo. Princess of Genovia.' A PRINCESS?? ME??? Yeah. Right. One minute Mia's a totally normal Manhattan fourteen-year-old. Next minute she's heir to the throne of Genovia, being trailed by a bodyguard, taking
princess lessons with her uncontrollable old grandmere, and having a makeover with someone called Paolo. Well, her dad can lecture her till he's royal blue in the face, but no way is Mia going to turn herself into a style-queen. And they think she's moving to Genovia?
Er, hello? Meg Cabot's The Princess Diaries inspired the feature ﬁlm starring Anne Hathaway and Julie Andrews. This beloved series continues in the second book, A Royal Disaster. The Football Girl Delacorte Press For every athlete or sports fanatic who knows she's just
as good as the guys. This is for fans of The Running Dream by Wendelin Van Draanen, Grace, Gold, and Glory by Gabrielle Douglass and Breakaway: Beyond the Goal by Alex Morgan. The summer before Caleb and Tessa enter high school, friendship has blossomed into a
relationship . . . and their playful sports days are coming to an end. Caleb is getting ready to try out for the football team, and Tessa is training for cross-country. But all their structured plans derail in the ﬁnal ﬂag game when they lose. Tessa doesn’t want to end her
career as a loser. She really enjoys playing, and if she’s being honest, she likes it even more than running cross-country. So what if she decided to play football instead? What would happen between her and Caleb? Or between her two best friends, who are counting on
her to try out for cross-country with them? And will her parents be upset that she’s decided to take her hobby to the next level? This summer Caleb and Tessa ﬁgure out just what it means to be a boyfriend, girlfriend, teammate, best friend, and someone worth
cheering for. “A great next choice for readers who have enjoyed Catherine Gilbert Murdock’s Dairy Queen and Miranda Kenneally’s Catching Jordan.”—SLJ “Fast-paced football action, realistic family drama, and sweet romance…[will have] readers looking for girlpowered sports stories…ﬁnd[ing] plenty to like.”—Booklist “Tessa's ferocious competitiveness is appealing.”—Kirkus Reviews “[The Football Girl] serve[s] to illuminate the appropriately complicated emotions both of a young romance and of pursuing a dream. Heldring
writes with insight and restraint.”—The Horn Book A Little Scandal St. Martin's Paperbacks A steamy novel by Meg Cabot, originally writing under the name Patricia Cabot—released as an e-book for the ﬁrst time! A woman of uncommon spirit... When beautiful Kate
Mayhew is hired as chaperone to Marquis of Wingate Burke Traherne's headstrong daughter Isabel, the Marquis ﬁnds himself in an impossible predicament. Torn between the knowledge that she is exactly what Isabel needs but also, for him, the worst possible
temptation, he ﬁnds himself in constant proximity with someone who threatens his independence. A most notorious gentleman. Known for his steely self-control since the day he caught his wife with a lover, Lord Wingate has vowed never to risk marriage again. In
accepting his lordship's oﬀer of employment, the feisty Kate faces two perils; her wild attraction to a man who has sworn oﬀ love, and a date with her own scandalous past...which she cannot keep secret forever. A Little Scandal. 9 Days and 9 Nights HarperCollins In this
sequel to the New York Times bestseller 99 Days, perfect for fans of Jenny Han and Morgan Matson, Molly Barlow ﬁnds herself in Europe on her summer vacation, desperately trying to forget everything that happened a year ago. But over the course of nine days and
nine nights, her whole life will be turned upside down once more. . . . Molly Barlow isn’t that girl anymore. A business major at her college in Boston, she’s reinvented herself after everything that went down a year ago… After all the people she hurt and the family she
tore apart. Slowly, life is getting back to normal. Molly has just said I love you to her new boyfriend, Ian, and they are oﬀ on a romantic European vacation together, starting with scenic London. But there on a tube platform, the past catches up to her in the form of
Gabe, her ex, traveling on his own parallel vacation with new girlfriend Sadie. After comparing itineraries, Ian ends up extending an invite for Gabe and Sadie to join them on the next leg of their trip, to Ireland. And Molly and Gabe can’t bring themselves to tell the
truth about who they once were to each other to their new signiﬁcant others. Now Molly has to spend 9 days and 9 nights with the boy she once loved, the boy whose heart she shredded, without Ian knowing. Will she make it through as new and improved Molly, or will
everything that happened between her and Gabe come rushing back? Kiss the Bride Emma Van Court, a widowed teacher in the Scottish village of Faires, comes into a fortune and attracts the attention of every local bachelor, even her late husband's cousin James. An
Improper Proposal St. Martin's Paperbacks A delicious novel by Meg Cabot, originally writing under the name Patricia Cabot—released as an e-book for the ﬁrst time! A stormy heart... Adventurous, outspoken, Payton Dixon has two passionate dreams...a clipper ship of her
own and the love of Captain Connor Drake. But both seem impossibly out of reach, since her beloved captain is about to marry another, and worse, he's been given her ship as a wedding present from her traitorous father. A thwarted love. Out to prove she has right on
her side, Payton manages to unleash a scandal and ignite all sorts of trouble. As for Drake, he can't decide whether to throttle the girl he's grown up with, or make love to the beautiful woman she has become. Girl Last Seen A gripping psychological thriller with a
shocking twist Hachette UK An intense psychological thriller for readers of I Am Watching You,The Luckiest Girl Alive, and All the Missing Girls. Two missing girls. Thirteen years apart. Olivia Shaw has been missing since last Tuesday. She was last seen outside the
entrance of her elementary school in Hunts Point wearing a white spring jacket, blue jeans, and pink boots. I force myself to look at the face in the photo, into her slightly smudged features, and I can't bring myself to move. Olivia Shaw could be my mirror image,
rewound to thirteen years ago. If you have any knowledge of Olivia Shaw's whereabouts or any relevant information, please contact... I've spent a long time peering into the faces of girls on missing posters, wondering which one replaced me in that basement. But they
were never quite the right age, the right look, the right circumstances. Until Olivia Shaw, missing for one week tomorrow. Whoever stole me was never found. But since I was taken, there hasn't been another girl. And now there is. Proposal A Mediator Novella
HarperCollins The short story Mediator fans everywhere have been waiting years to read… a fun, fast-paced, never-before-read scene in which Suze Simon agrees to marry her no-longer-dead ghost boyfriend, Jesse de Silva! The last place Suze Simon expects to ﬁnd
herself during Valentine’s Day is a cemetery. But that’s what happens when you’re a mediator—cursed with the “gift” of communicating with the dead. That’s how Suze has ended up at the graves of a pair of tragic young lovers. They’re NCDPs—Non-Compliant
Deceased Persons—whose drama didn’t end with death. It’s Suze’s job to make sure they move on—for good. But the NCDPs aren’t the only ones with problems. The reason Suze is spending her Valentine’s Day with the undead instead of her boyfriend, Jesse, is because
he’s having so much trouble adjusting to life after death . . . not surprising, considering the fact that he used to be an NCDP himself, and now his girlfriend busts his former kind for a living. Can Suze use her mediating skills to propose a mutual resolution, and bring all
these young lovers together, especially on the night Saint Valentine declared sacred to romance? Or will she end up alone—and possibly undead—herself? An Avon Romance The Catastrophic History of You And Me Penguin An addictively page-turning romance for fans of
Before I Fall and The Fault in Our Stars Brie is the “biggest, cheesiest, sappiest romantic” who believes that everyone will ﬁnd their perfect someone. So when Jacob, the love of Brie's life, tells her he doesn't love her anymore, the news breaks her heart--literally. But
now that she's D&G (dead and gone), Brie revisits the living world to discover that her family has begun to unravel and her best friend has been keeping an intimate secret about her boyfriend. Somehow, Brie must handle all of this while navigating through the ﬁve
steps of grief with the help of Patrick, her mysterious bomber-jacketed guide to the afterlife. But how is she supposed to face the Ever After with a broken heart and no one to call her own? "The debut is a fast, twisty, highly dramatic read about the turbulent nature of
love."--Romantic Times "Rothenberg exploes what happens in the afterlife when you aren't quite done with your life."--San Francisco Chronicle "The funniest, sweetest, most heartfelt, sigh-worthy and oh-so-romantic story I've ever read. You'll love it!"--Cynthia Leitich
Smith, New York Times bestselling author of Eternal and Blessed The Little Book of Happiness Summersdale Publishers LTD - ROW We all want to be happy, but sometimes the hurly-burly of daily life leads our delight levels to sink a little. But don't worry! This joyful little
book is packed with inspiring quotations and simple, easy-to-follow tips that will help you unwind, relax and greet life with a smile again instead of a frown. You've Come A Long Way, Baby Women, Politics, and Popular Culture University Press of Kentucky The landmark
2008 presidential and vice presidential campaigns of Hillary Clinton and Sarah Palin brought the role of women in American leadership into sharper focus than ever before. These women and others such as Nancy Pelosi and Katie Couric who are successful in
traditionally male-dominated ﬁelds, demonstrate how women’s roles have changed in the last thirty years. In the past, the nightly news was anchored by male journalists, presidential cabinets were composed solely of male advisors, and a female presidential candidate
was an idea for the distant future, but the eﬀorts of dedicated reformers have changed the social landscape. The empowerment of women is not limited to the political sphere, but is also echoed by the portrayal of women in ﬁlm, television, magazines, and literature.
You’ve Come a Long Way, Baby: Women, Politics, and Popular Culture investigates the role of popular culture in women’s lives. Framed by discussions of contemporary feminism, the volume examines gender in relation to sexuality, the workplace, consumerism,
fashion, politics, and the beauty industry. In analyzing societal depictions of women, editor Lilly J. Goren and an impressive list of contributors illustrate how media reﬂects and shapes the feminine sense of power, identity, and the daily challenges of the twenty-ﬁrst
century. Along with a discussion of women in politics, various contributors examine a range of gender-related issues from modern motherhood and its implications for female independence to the roles of women and feminism in pop music. In addition, Natalie Fuehrer
Taylor outlines the evolution of women’s magazines from Ladies’ Home Journal to Cosmopolitan. The impact of television and literature on body image issues is also explored by Linda Beail, who draws on trendy chick lit phenomena such as Gossip Girl and Sex and the
City, and Emily Askew, who analyzes the eﬀects of image transformation in programs such as The Swan and Extreme Makeover. As comprehensive as it is accessible, You’ve Come a Long Way, Baby is a practical guide to understanding modern gender roles. In tracing
the diﬀerent ways in which femininity is constructed and viewed, the book demonstrates how women have reclaimed traditionally domestic activities that include knitting, gardening, and cooking, as well as feminine symbols such as Barbie dolls, high heels, and
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lipstick. Though the demand for and pursuit of gender equality opened many doors, the contributors reveal that ﬁctional women’s roles are often at odds with the daily experiences of most women. By employing an open approach rather than adhering to a single,
narrow theory, You’ve Come a Long Way, Baby appeals not only to scholars and students of gender studies but to anyone interested in confronting the struggles and celebrating the achievements of women in modern society. The Glass Queen Harlequin IN THE FOREST
OF GOOD AND EVIL, STRENGTH IS WEAKNESS AND WEAKNESS IS STRENGH. IT ALL DEPENDS ON WHO THE SLIPPER FITS. Princess Ashleigh Charmaine-Anskelisa is the Glass Princess, ready to shatter with a whisper of wind. Born with a weak heart, the vulnerable beauty
has no magical ability…or does she? Something strange is happening to Ashleigh. Blackouts. Evil whispers. Immunity to ﬁre. Turns out, she’s fated to play the part of Cinderella—but this time, the tale is twisted. The royal she’s supposed to enchant is the ruthless
Saxon, a reincarnation of the realm’s most savage ruler…and he thinks Ashleigh is a reincarnation of his greatest enemy. He’s even ﬁghting in a tournament to wed her stepsister. As the stroke of midnight looms, will Ashleigh become the queen she’s prophesied to be,
or lose everything she's come to love? Praise for Gena Showalter: “Utterly unique and absolutely riveting—I couldn’t put it down! What a marvelously cool world.” —#1 New York Times bestselling author Sarah J. Maas on Firstlife “Firstlife is a nonstop thrill ride that will
stop your heart…and shock it back to life. This book is #1 on my keeper shelf!” —#1 New York Times bestselling author P.C. Cast “Firstlife illuminates the depths of human resilience and the power of love, even in the darkest hours.” —#1 New York Times bestselling
author Kresley Cole The Never Hero Chronicles of Jonathan Tibbs What if when you died, no one would ever know you were all that stood between man and the enemy?When Jonathan Tibbs awakes in a puddle of his own blood, there isn't a scratch on him to explain it. In
the weeks to follow, he comes to ﬁnd he's been drafted for a war with a violent otherworldly species. A war that only he can remember. Now, the man Jonathan imagined himself becoming is no longer the man who can endure his future. The ﬁrst installment in this
science ﬁction action adventure series, The Never Hero is a gritty and honest look at the psychological journey of a man forced to forge himself into a weapon. Abandoned with little guidance, and at the mercy of a bargain struck far outside his reach, Jonathan races to
unlock the means to surmount the odds, and understand the mystery behind a conﬂict raging outside of time and memory.In the end, the real question is what Jonathan is willing to become to save a planet that will never see his sacriﬁce. Sweet Shadows Bonnier
Publishing Fiction Ltd. Grace, Gretchen and Greer are three teenage descendants of Medusa who must unite and embrace their fates in a world where monsters lurk in plain sight. The triplets are now reunited, but their battle against the monsters of the abyss rages on.
And as if training to become fully-ﬂedged huntresses weren't enough, the boys in their lives are causing them problems. Is Nick all he seems? And where's Thane? Grace is sure he's hiding something from her. As the girls discover more about their heritage, they ﬁnd
themselves in greater danger than ever. Can they face up to the sacriﬁces they must make in order to fulﬁl their destiny? The second book in the high-concept urban fantasy YA series. Queen of Babble Pan Macmillan While most bartenders are discrete and know how to
mix drinks, Lizzies the exception. No sooner has the ﬁrst cork been popped at a wedding catered by her best friend than the bride is furious, the groom is in disgrace, and the Chateau Mirac is in trouble. Portrait Of My Heart St. Martin's Paperbacks A passionate novel by
Meg Cabot, originally writing under the name Patricia Cabot—released as an e-book for the ﬁrst time! They parted in disgrace... Years ago, in one explosive instant, childhood rivalry turned into wild passion for Jeremy, handsome young Duke of Rawlings, and Maggie
Herbert, the object of his aﬀections. Unfortunately, the ensuing scandal found them banished to separate corners of the world. But desire will bring them back together. Now fate has joined Jeremy and Maggie again—for a long-overdue dance of desire as
uncompromising as the lovers themselves. Jeremy, a decorated soldier, is determined to claim Maggie at last. And Maggie, engaged to be married to another man, ﬁnds her secret fantasies of Jeremy spinning out of control. All that stands between them and the steamy
passion the years can no longer chain is the past-- and a present steeped in jealousy, intrigue, and danger... Portrait of My Heart. Size 12 is Not Fat Pan Macmillan When you peak at ﬁfteen, where can things go but downhill? Former teen pop sensation Heather Wells has
hit rock bottom. When Heather ﬁnds a job in a New York college dorm things seem to start looking up... at least until girls in the dorm begin to perish at an alarming rate. Notebooks of a Middle-School Princess Pan Macmillan Notebooks of a Middle-School Princess is the
ﬁrst in a funny, heart-warming illustrated Princess Diaries series by Meg Cabot. Olivia Grace is completely average. Or so she thinks . . . until Her Royal Highness, Princess Mia Thermopolis turns up at her school one day and whisks Olivia away to New York City! In a
limo, no less! Where you can eat all the cookies you want and the ceiling lights up pink and purple – like a disco! But discovering that your father is actually the Prince of Genovia is quite a shock. Especially since it means you're a descendant of the Kingdom of Genovia,
and a princess. Olivia's got a lot to learn about her long-lost family – and everyone's got a lot to learn about her! Olivia chronicles her transformation from ordinary girl to princess in her notebook, with illustrations from author Meg Cabot, who studied Fine Arts as an
undergraduate. The First Lie: A short story Pan Macmillan If you're a fan of Jodi Picoult, you'll love Diane Chamberlain's The First Lie, an original eBook short story companion to Necessary Lies. It's 1958 in rural North Carolina, where thirteen-year-old Ivy Hart lives with
her grandmother and sister on a tobacco farm. As tenant farmers, Ivy and her family don't have much freedom, though she and her best friend, Henry, often sneak away in search of adventure. But everything changes when Ivy's teenage sister gives birth, refusing to
reveal the identity of the baby's father. Soon Ivy ﬁnds herself unravelling a dark web of family secrets and trying to make sense of her ever-evolving life in the segregated South. Big Boned Harper Collins Life is reasonably rosy for plus-size ex-pop star turned Assistant
Dormitory Director and sometime sleuth Heather Wells. Her freeloading ex-con dad is ﬁnally moving out. She still yearns for her hot landlord, Cooper Cartwright, but her relationship with "rebound beau," vigorous vegan math professor Tad Tocco, is more than
satisfactory. Best of all, nobody has died lately in "Death Dorm," the aptly nicknamed student residence that Heather assistant-directs. Of course every silver lining ultimately has some black cloud attached. And when the latest murdered corpse to clutter up her
jurisdiction turns out to be her exceedingly unlovable boss, Heather ﬁnds herself on the shortlist of prime suspects—along with the rabble-rousing boyfriend of her high-strung student assistant and an indecently handsome young campus minister who's been accused
of taking liberties with certain girls' choir members. With fame beckoning her back into show business (as the star of a new kids' show!) it's a really bad time to get wrapped up in another homicide. Plus Tad's been working himself up to ask her a Big Question, which
Heather's not sure she has an answer for . . . Boy Meets Girl Pan Macmillan Kate Mackenzie is forced by her boss to ﬁre Ida Lopez, the most popular employee in the oﬃces of New York's leading photo-newspaper. When Ida sues for wrongful termination, Kate ﬁnds
herself giving a deposition in front of Mitch Hertzog, scion of one of Manhattan's wealthiest law families, a soulless corporate drone who embraces everything she despises... but also happens to have a nice smile and a killer bod. But the last thing she - or anybody else
- expects to ﬁnd in a legal arbitration is love. But that's the kind of thing that can happen... when boy meets girl.
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